Creative Mind

Think Way Outside The Box

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are coming up with ingenious solutions to problems, or coming up with creative ideas that will generate large income streams.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more and more creative. Write down any positive comments others make.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

you are creative

your ideas are creative

you think outside the box

you easily solve problems

you naturally think creatively

your ideas are outstanding

you continuously think of new ideas

you are always brainstorming new ideas

you come up with brilliant ideas while you sleep

you use your dreams for creative solutions

people recognize you for your problem solving abilities

you naturally think laterally

thinking laterally is natural to you

it's easy to think laterally

you use downtime to brainstorm new ideas

it's easy to brainstorm new ideas
thinking of new ideas is easy and natural
coming up with outside the box thinking is easy and creative
creative ideas come naturally
you easily and quickly think of insightful thoughts
you have an incredible gift of insight
you attract creative ideas
your imagination is always working in the background
your imagination is incredibly powerful and influential
your mind is deep and resilient
your mind is more powerful than any computer
your lateral thinking abilities are effective and natural
creativity is second nature to you
creativity is part of who you are
people recognize your for your creative gifts
you always come up with ingenious solutions to problems
you are creative
my ideas are creative
you think outside the box
you easily solve problems
you naturally think creatively
my ideas are outstanding
I continuously think of new ideas
I am always brainstorming new ideas
I come up with brilliant ideas while I sleep
I use my dreams for creative solutions
people recognize me for my problem solving abilities
I naturally think laterally
thinking laterally is natural to me
it's easy to think laterally
I use downtime to brainstorm new ideas
it's easy to brainstorm new ideas
thinking of new ideas is easy and natural
coming up with outside the box thinking is easy and creative
creative ideas come naturally

I easily and quickly think of insightful thoughts

I have an incredible gift of insight

I attract creative ideas

my imagination is always working in the background

my imagination is incredibly powerful and influential

my mind is deep and resilient

my mind is more powerful than any computer

my lateral thinking abilities are effective and natural

creativity is second nature to me

creativity is part of who I am

people recognize me for my creative gifts

I always come up with ingenious solutions to problems